
these kinds of problems or to kindly and concerned people in 
~eneral. We help students to see the reality of a situation 
by telling but by asking. Let them decide, don't tell them. 
Above all, be honest, accepting and open. 

A SMALL REVOLUTION AT TWO HARBORS 
by ROBERT G. DENI SON 
Two Harbors High School 

I have attempted in this article to explain some of the 
major problems, as I see them, which confront the typical jun; ' 
college student. Several examples of techniques were given 

O 
or, I guess you would have to classify me as a very idealistic 

how an English teacher might help his students overcome some n perso~, a dreamy type who is constantly trying to reach perfec-

1f these difficulties prior to their entering college. ltion ~n terms of my teaching; and believe me, I was a frustrated 
jdeal 1st for my first years. Most people who get into teaching, 

. Many other problems also confront our students, i.e. note- jo: who got !nto teaching before it became a little more.fina~
tak1ng, study procedure, spelling, just to name a few. Howeve _ c1ally feastble for a young man or woman to do so, got into 1t 
t feel that if you concern yourself with the areas I discussedr',because they had an inherent desire to make their little portion 

above, a great deal of the frustration felt by the student can of the world better as, the result of their having been there. 
be eliminated and student growth and learning can be improved Obviously, some get into teaching because they can't or couldn't 
a great deal. think of anything else to do; but I guess I thought early in 

my col Jege career that I had something to offer the world in 
general and young people in particular.· 

Ronald Schmelzer is director of the Reading and Study 
Skills Center at Anoka-Ramsey State Junior College, 
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l As I said above, I was frustrated by a tight and inflexi.ble 
system of one-hour class periods, high-ceilfnged impersonal class
rooms with upwards of thirty students in a room, limited out-
dated materials, and administrators who knew 1 ittle, and in 
some cases cared little, about the problems of the individual 
teacher in the classroom. Relatively few administrators in 
those early six or seven years gave me much help in trying to 
develop a meaningful and relevant English program in those high 

- schools. I realize that it isn't just the fault of administra-
1 tion; it is the fault of highly theoretical and unrealistic 

1 
preparation at the college level for the problems of classroom 
teaching. It is also the fault of an educational system based 
on the regimentation of class procedures, teaching methods, 

r 

teaching loads, teaching hours, teaching materials, and in 
particular teaching philosophies. 

Very I ittle imagination has been discovered to inhere in 
public ed~cation here in A~erlca. We have a few outstanding 
teachers, yes--who have become effective despite the conditions. 
But a majority of America's teachers 'for years not only have been 

j underpaid and overworked, but they have been provided with (and 

1 
have asked for, in some cases) the kind of educational system 

, that meets the modern needs of a growing technological, futuristic 
thinking America. 

When I was invited to teach at Two Harbors, I leapt at the 
chance. Not only was it a part of the country of streams, lakes, 
and forests where I wanted to live, but also it was a school 
system with a reputation for forward-thinking administrators, 
and of course, above-average salaries. It took me about a year 
to get used to new terminology--mods of time, Independent Study 
Time, six-day cycles, SOUST (scheduling of unscheduled time), 
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and al 1 the new thinking associated with it. I was excited anthologies and toward cheaper and more current, relevant 
now beginning to think in terms of 
his needs. And we as a department 
in the school and community. 

paper
the about the new possibilities built into this flexible modular backs. More of us are 
began approach to scheduling, but I soon found that the English depart individual student and 

ment had really changed very 1 ittle from the old days. The j to make ourselves felt 
leaders in the department had not seen fit to try to change any 
of the curriculum, methods, materials, or even to adjust its , Not al 1 of these changes were exactly welcomed by many of 
class sizes and time schedules to take advantage of the potenti;1 the faculty, especially as many were moving away from an over
this new modular approach can provide. So there we were, stuck: emphasis in the English department, anyway, on grading for 
with the same old problems that plagued us in the traditionally I grading's sake, tests for tests' sake, toward a more realistic 
patterned schools--the same 1 imitations, the same frustrations. subjective evaluation of students through small-group work and 

, individualized instruction. Some faculty have challenged the 
Well, two of us newer, more "radical" breed of teachers I validity of Vander Zlel's approach to grading in his language 

were hired to replace teachers of the more traditional bent. A~ courses, which I '11 explain later in more detail. 
Vander Ziel, a free-thinking, outspoken exponent of non-graded' 
open schools came out of the Chicago school system; and Bob ' 
Denison, coming out of the Parkers Prairie school system, 
met fatefully in Two Harbors, Minnesota. We both showed an 
avid interest in making changes and getting the English program 
in step with the world, especially the world of modular schedule 
schools. Our type of thinking, merged with the open minds of 
three or four of the more 1 iberal-thinking teachers, brought 
about some vast changes in our English curriculum. 

For years the English department in Two Harbors had a poor 
reputation for effectiveness and competence. We were trying to 
change that, arid a lot of the more traditionally-based teaching 
types didn't care for all of the vibrations we were making. But 
students were actually beginning to 1 ike to attend English class! 
And we believe that the changes we have made have been mainly 

'j responsible for this. I could say that we were finally beginning 
I to fulfil 1 our accounting to these students. We were at least 
l on the road to meeting the realistic needs of Two Harbors students. 

Principal Gordon Klein, the main instigator (as he was call 
by some faculty and citizens in Two Harbors) of the modular I 
scheduling in the Two Harbors School, gave us the approval to 
go ahead and make whatever changes necessary to improve the 
program (within reason, of course, which is a favorite adminis
trative phrase). Three of us--C lyde Bi rkho I z, Independent Studr
Di rector and one of the more resourceful department members, Al; 
Vander Ziel, and I were given three weeks of a summer to develop\ 
a series of Learning Activity Packets to try to implement the 

1 

idea of individualized instruction that Mr. Klein had been 
pushing ever since he became ~rincipal of the system. ·Along 
with this, Al Vander Ziel worked on developing a pair of lang
uage programs entitled the "4-Minis in Language and Guaranteed 
English," motivationally-designed programs aimed primarily at 
the slower and less-ambitious students In the required English 
programs. 

In addition to the packet work, I proceeded to try to develo1 
some relevant, more imaginative 1 iterature studies that would 
become a part of the over-all series of electives that we wouli 
try to integrate into the school curriculum this past Fal I. 
~nglish is stil I a required subject; but we in the department 
felt that if we could remove the stigma of forced feeding of 
language and literary studies, many of our di sci pl ine and attiW 
problems would be solved. So this was the first step. 

Students began to have a choice in selecting their courses. 
The department as a whole began a trend away from hard-cover 
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believe you might be interested in a few specifics about 
some of the changes we have tried to institute in our English 
department. 

1. BASIC SKILLS - As described earlier, Vander Ziel, Birkholz, 
and I spent three weeks over the summer developing a series of 
Learning Activity Packets, complete with pre-tests, activities, 
and post-tests. These packets are intended to place the learning 
of the basic skills of reading, writing, listening, observing, 
researching, library ~se, language usage, and I iterary skills on 
an individualized basis. Our idea is to use these packets as 
a basis for a semester course for ninth graders, who would work 
through the packets on their own and within the 1 imited structure 
of the modular-scheduled classroom to discover whatever weaknesses 
they had indivudually so ihat they could be corrected at that 
point, instead of being glossed over in a larger classroom 
presentation by the teacher. 

By isolating the individual's problems at this point, we 
feel that we can solve them more quickly and effectively than by 
tepeating instruction in endless, mindless repetition throughout 
the high school years. If there should happen to be a student 
who does not successfully complete a packet at ninth grade level, 
or a high school student who shows a definite weakness in a 
basic ski] ls area, he can be referred to the Independent Study 
Director, who would guide the student through the packet on a 
self-pacing basis. Hopefully, this approach can eliminate the 
waste of time trying to teach these same skills from the ground 
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up in every year of high school, instead of simply reinforcing 
these skills within the bounds of their individual elective 
courses. 

~ this course was quantity at the expense of quality, and that 
/ander Ziel was "sabotaging" the grading system, that sacred 
aw of American education. We in the English department stuck 
ogether and tried to defend Al's approach as reasonable and 

It is obviously too early to tell just how effective this •o explain how and why this kind of course is needed. The battle 
program will be, but both teachers involved with teaching this ;till goes on! 
Basic Skills Course last semester are very encouraged and believe 
that they can reach the student's language and communications 
problems more quickly and accurately on an individualized basis 
than on a large- or lab-group basis. Both our seventh and 
eigth grade teachers, more traditionally based, concentrate on 
preparing the students in the basic grammar and writing skills 
necessary, and they tend to stay within the confines of the 
traditional classroom procedures, although both of them are 
beginning to see more value in the modular-schuduled approaches. 
It is true, however, that we in Two Harbors have found it more 
realistic to keep the younger, more immature student a 1 ittle 
more restricted and allow him less freedom than his high school 
counterpart, as he is not really ready to handle such freedom 
easily if he has come out of the self-contained classroom in 
grade school under the authoritarian teacher figure. We hope 
to bring these students gradually into the broader freedom of 
the modular-scheduled school. 

2. FOUR MINI 'SAND GUARANTEED ENGLISH - Another unique 
aspect of our English program at Two Harbors is the language 
program designed by the aforementioned Al Vander Ziel. During 
a summer, Al designed the Four Mini 's in Language and Guaranteed 
English which were,~ in effect, full-year courses, with the 
student able to take the Four Mini's on a semester basis. 

There would be eight different Mini-courses in all, with 
such titles as "Sticks and Stones may break my bones, but words 
wi 11 never hurt me11 ; "Who says I can't say ain't?" (a study 
in language usage); "Where does language come from?"; and 
"English Language Taboos" (a study of the backgrounds of the 
taboos of obscenity, profanity, and vulgarity in our language), 
to name just four. 

Al devised a little motivational game called 11Bid11 to 
integrate into this type of language course and in· his words, 
"to make English study fun." He devised the game along the 
1 ines of a similar program invented by Dr. Thorwald Esbensen 
at the University of Minnesota-Duluth. 

The Guaranteed English Course is designed for the student 
who has always hated English, and he cannot even get into the 
course if he has ever had a f_ or better in an English course. 

The problem with this course, as Vander Ziel put it, was 
that the A's and B's that these former D and F students began 
to get bothered some of the faculty, who felt-that the emphasis 
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3. OTHER ELECTIVES - We offer a THEATRE ARTS course that 
;its nicely into the curriculum, providing students with oppor
tunities for the study of drama as wel 1 as the practice of the 
Jasic skills of mimickry, pantomime, and voice control. Gwen 
~uld, Theatre Arts teacher, expressed this course's place in 

,~he flex-mod schedule: 

Theatre Arts fits into modular scheduling quite well. 
This year, we had a large group used for teacher pre
sentations and lab groups. It would be better to have 
small groups also, for more intimate acting experiences. 
I prefer small groups because you can give more 
attention to individuals. We use the lab more frequently 
because of the way the schedule was set up last year 
before I came. 

Two Harbors High School offers more to a student than 
any other high school I have been in contact with. 
believe in individualized instruction, placing the 
burden of responsibility not only on the instructors, 
but also on the students. Modular Scheduling takes a 
lot of the routine out of school because every day is 
not handled the same as the day before. This program 
has gained in popularity and student effectiveness 
throughout this year. 

I SPEEClt is required for a semester in ninth grade and a 
;emester in twelfth grade. Kathie Gaddie, a second-year teacher 
~ut of St. Scholastica in Duluth, believes ·that: 

Speech helps the student to be able to organize his 
ideas and relate them in an orderly fashion to the rest 
of the group. I prefer small groups, as students are 
wt 11 ing to 1 i.sten more closely in a more intimate 
situation. I feel the school program relates beautifully 
with my philosophy of teaching. The school program seems 
to push for creativity in the classroom. It encourages 
new and imaginative ideas. I never feel that I will be 
put down by the administration because of the things 
l,do in the classroom. 

CREATIVE WRITING is to the writing skills what speech and 
'ramatics are to the speaking skills--it provides the student 
ith almost unlimited opportunity to express himself imaginatively 
~ to develop his writing skills more thoroughly than in the 
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norm3l classroom situation. Winston Norby had fifty students 
in this one-semester class, and sayij: 

Without this course, those students who feel they 
have a desire to write would have little opportunity to 
do so under the guidance and suggestions of a trained 
instructor. Many of the students discover that they may 
have marketable talent in this area, and learn where 
the best markets for their material lie. 

This is the only English course (to my knowledge) 
that allows a student to work in whatever language 
medium best suits him, and allows him to be as 
creatively free of restraint as he wishes. Many 
students have mentioned that this is the first 
opportunity they've had to express themselves fully 
without fear of reprisal. 

I enjoy small-group instruction because it is the most 
efficient way to teach. Since our program makes 
small-group work possible, I like this aspect of it. 
H0wever, modular scheduling is no panacea. We have 
many problems (student scheduling and motivation to 
n me two) that could be solved by some changes in 
the program. 

MASS MEDIA, also taught by Norby, provides the student with 
the opportunity to study the ''conscious and subconscious effects 
produced by the mass media. Only in this way can the general 
public fight attempts to manipulate their actions and thinking 
by persons who control the media. 11 This relevant, course studies 
the film, TV, and radio in particular, concentrating with 
primarily large groups and small groups in the modular set-up. 
Lab groups are unrealistic for such courses where student 
expression is critical. 

JOURNALISM I and I I allow the student to work on his writing 
skills in a more precise and disciplined form than the creative 
writing course and relate quite nicely to the study of Mass 
Media and their effects on the pub] ic. 

I have been concentrating on the development of better 

5mall-group skills through the second semester Humanities 
classes in particular, as I believe that small-group or discus
sion-group work is the essence of a 1 iterature teacher's 
rationale for teaching or working with students in the 1 iterary 
arts. As most of you are no doubt aware, work with smal 1 
discussion groups is the very base of the flexible-modular 

iapproach to scheduling, as it al lows the teacher to use his 
own judgment in determining the length of period, size of class, 
types of materials, and type of location for the class. There
fore, the importance of a teacher's developing effective skills 
in small-group work, both for himself and his students, is 
crucial. 

Our problems in this school, however, especially in the 
social studies and English areas where discussion-group work 
is so important, are that, first, most teachers are ignorant 

'of the methods needed to handle effectively a small-group 
lsituation; and, secondly, many teachers are afraid or indifferent 
about trying to learn innovative approaches to improving their 
skills. The administration has made a limited attempt to 
introduce in-service and workshops in this area, but, since 
this type of teaching is relatively new to so many teachers 
conditioned to the "teacher-in-the-front-of-the-room" approach 
to classroom instruction, these various solutions to solving 
the problem are relatively ineffective. 

However, Al Vander Ziel again came to our rescue. This 
rinnovative man developed a Learning Activity Packet on small 

groups on his own time for both students and teachers. The 
Learning Activity Packet is a unique approach for anyone really 
interested in developing his skill in a small group, whether 

l
as a leader or a member. Principal Klein is at present using 
it in his Future Teachers Class. Previously, I had tried 
various small-group methods in my literature class, but found 

•• them relatively ineffective. But recently I have been working 
very seriously in my second semester Humanities classes, and 
have the kids interacting as never before, due to the result 
of working with Vander Ziel 's packet. Each student has a 
packet and is learning what to watch for and how to behave in 
a sma 11-group situation. 

My major role in this English department is to teach a During the first semester of the Humanities class, I 
variety of 1 i terature courses in order to develop further the concentrated primarily on the basic content of the course: the 
student's reading skills and broaden his avenues of understanding !study of music, art, philosophy, religion, and liter~ture. Most 
with regard to human behavior, thoughts, and appearances. We of the,small groups were of the teacher-centered variety, as I 
have already offered two semesters of Humanities, one a combin- didn't really know how to do anything else. We perhaps learned 
ation Readings in Human Behavior-Dissent Literature course, !content, which I guess was one of the major purposes of the 
one a Shakespeare-Shaw course. I am also offering a course in loou~se; bu~ I wasn't able to stimulate very mu~h ~ro~p int~r-
Poetry 3-D, a course studying the poem--past, present, and action until I began to study some of Vander Ziel s ideas 1n 
future. the packet. I believe now that I can really take advantage of 
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the modular system with the flexibility and freedom it encourag 
and have really been able to concentrate on developing some 
individual personal growth among my students. 

We in the Two Harbors English department feel we are 
accountable for developing the whole person, not only his basic 
skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking, but also 
the whole person, the character and personality. We want to 
effect a definite change in him for the better. We feel our 
over-all curriculum of elective couress, carefully spaced with 
required skil I areas alon~ with unique opportunities for 
Independent Study and individualized self-paced learning meets 

1 
the needs of our students. We also want to reach to the depths 1 
of a person--the slow student as well as the brighter student-
with courses running all the way from Guaranteed English to 
Shakespeare. And, hopefully, we can definitely account for a 
definite learning experience for all our students, with positi~, 
resultant communication skills in a burgeoning and rapidly I 
changing world. 

Bob Denison has taught at Hoffman and Parkers Prairie, 
Minnesota, and at Abercrombie, North Dakota, where he 

was the entire English department, grades 8-12, for two 

years.He has an M.A. from North Dakota State University. 
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YACHTING 
by WILLIAM D. ELLIOT 

Bemidji State College 

"beaten, deso I ate, reaching from the dead to be taken up 
they cry out, failing, failing! their cries rising 
in waves still as the skillful yachts pass over." 

William Carlos Wil Iiams 

The molded hulls 
As ocean pebbles rolled in, bloated 

converge in a burnt sea of faces; 
Blue-eyed sightseers consider the turns of the sea-hills 

which the small community children 
From Widow's Walk, through jagged rocks in the Bahamas 

and the Coral Trench, have searched daily. 
Lining rock shelves, the pale skulls 

mu~t sit 1 ike hoops, eyeless, wooden. 
For al 1 our reflection, all our endurance 

the yachts are above still, 
Reflect faintly on the rust of their sides 

barnacle destruction. 
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